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From:

Sent: Tuesday, 10 July 2018 4:44 PM

To: ' '

Cc:

Subject: RE: Commerce Commission letter to ENA 

Attachments: Commerce Commission response to ENA letter on ACOT.PDF

Hi 

 

As per your request, please see attached our letter to the ENA  from September 2017 responding to Chapman 

Tripp’s opinion on the treatment of ACOT payments as a recoverable cost under the Input Methodologies. 

 

As  mentioned to you before, we have treated this as a request for information under the Official Information 

Act 1982 (the OIA). The OIA is available online at: 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1982/0156/latest/DLM64785.html 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

 

 

Commerce Commission | Te Komihana Tauhokohoko 

44 The Terrace | PO Box 2351 | Wellington 6140 | New Zealand 

 

 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8 July 2018 6:32 p.m. 

To: ' ' 

Cc: 
Subject: RE: Commerce Commission letter to ENA [CCNZ-iManage.FID183740] 

 
Hi 

 

Thank you for your email. 

 

We are treating it as a request for information under the Official Information Act (OIA) and we will respond within 

20 working days. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

 

| Regulation Branch  

Commerce Commission | Te Komihana Tauhokohoko 

44 The Terrace | PO Box 2351 | Wellington 6140 | New Zealand  
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From:   

Sent: Thursday, 5 July 2018 6:15 p.m. 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: Commerce Commission letter to ENA 

 

Hi  

 

was informed by the Electricity Authority that the Commerce Commission wrote to the 

Electricity Networks Association in relation to EDBs recovering the cost of ACOT payments required under 

existing contracts. I understand this letter was sent about October last year.  

 

The purpose of this email is to request a copy on behalf of . Please let me know if you 

require any more information to support this request. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 



COMMERCE 
COMMISSION 
NEW ZEALAND (« 
Te Komihana Tauhokohoko 

22 September 2017 

Graeme Peters 
Chief Executive 
Electricity Networks Association 
PO Box 1017 
Wellington 6140 
gpeters@electricity.org.nz 

BY EMAIL 

Dear Graeme 

Avoided Cost of Transmission (ACOT) payments 

It was good to meet with you and other representatives of the Electricity Networks 
Association (ENA) on 16 June 2017. Thank you for your letter of 11 August 2017, 
attaching a copy of a legal opinion from Chapman Tripp dated 26 July 2017. We have 
considered in detail the arguments raised in that opinion. 

Chapman Tripp's opinion concludes that, in certain circumstances, ACOT payments 
to Distributed Generators (DCs) will continue to be a "recoverable cost" for 
electricity distribution businesses (EDBs) under clause 3.1.3(l)(f) of the Electricity 
Distribution Services Input Methodologies Determination 2012 (/Ms), even if those 
payments are no longer required to be made due to amendments to Schedule 6.4 of 
the Electr ic i ty  Industry Part ic ipat ion Code (Code).  

In our view, the interpretation of the IMs outlined in Chapman Tripp's opinion is 
incorrect. Our position is that ACOT payments are only a "recoverable cost" if they 
are made to a DG by an EDB pursuant to a current obligation under the Code. We 
have set out the basis for our interpretation below. In particular, we have highlighted 
the relevant passages of the Commission's reasons paper that accompanied 
amendments to the relevant IMs in 2014. 

However, in light of the concerns that ENA has expressed regarding financial 
exposure for EDBs, we have also outlined potential mitigations for any financial 
exposure for EDBs resulting from amendments to Schedule 6.4. 

4. 

Interpretation of "distributed generation allowance" 

5. Chapman Tripp's opinion essentially considered whether, following the Electricity 
Authority's (EA) amendment to Schedule 6.4, ACOT payments: 

• that are required to be made by EDBs under connection contracts with DGs that 
were entered into prior to the Code amendment; 
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• but, are no longer required to be made under Schedule 6.4, 

continue to be a "recoverable cost" under clause 3.1.3(l)(f) of the IMs. 

Chapman Tripp's view is that the "better interpretation" of the definition of 
"distributed generation allowance" in clause 1.1.4(2) of the IMs is that "it extends to 
payment obligations that arise from contracts that were in accordance with Schedule 
6.4 of the Code, or the Electricity Industry Act, at the time those contracts were 
entered into, even though the amendment to the Code means EDBs would not now 
be required to enter into those obligations" (paragraph 5 of the Chapman Tripp 
opinion). 

6. 

We do not agree with this broad interpretation of "distributed generation 
allowance". The definition refers to "amounts payable...in relation to avoided 
transmission charges arising from distributed generation.../n accordance with 
Schedule 6.4 of Part 6 of the Electricity Industry Participation Code or the Electricity 
Industry Act 2010" (emphasis added). We consider that the clear meaning of these 
words is that in order for the definition to cover such payments, they must be 
required by Schedule 6.4 as it stands at the time that the payment was made (i.e. 
incorporating any amendments). 

Importantly, the focus of the definition is on the payment, and not on the contract or 
arrangements under which it is made. 

8. 

If EDBs have entered into connection contracts with DGs that mandate continued 
payments, even though those payments are no longer required by Schedule 6.4, 
then, in our view, those payments would then be made solely under the connection 
contract, and not "in accordance with" the provisions of the Code or the Electricity 
Industry Act. These on-going contractual payment obligations will not constitute 
"amounts payable" as the Code and/or Act no longer requires such payments to be 
made. 

9. 

The inclusion of "change event" under clause 4.5.2 of the IMs also reaffirms that the 
IMs were not intended to be interpreted in such a way as to only take into account 
the legislative/regulatory framework in effect at the time the relevant 
contracts/determinations were created. Instead, it is intended that 
legislative/regulatory amendments are to apply as relevant. 

10. 

Chapman Tripp's opinion suggests that ACOT payments would cease to be 
recoverable once the EDB "is relieved of" or "is in a position to terminate" the 
obligation to pay under the connection contract (paragraph 5.2 and 34.2). However, 
there is no explanation given as to how that aspect of the interpretation is reached, 
and whether it in fact imposes a positive obligation on the EDB to negotiate out of, 
or seek to terminate, such contracts at the earliest possible juncture. We anticipate 
that there is likely to be uncertainty as to whether an EDB was in fact "in a position 
to terminate" a connection contract. For example, would this extend to an EDB being 
obliged to use a termination right accruing from an unrelated breach of the contract 

11. 
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by the DG? Would an EDB be required to 'test the limits' of a "force majeure" or 
"change of laws" clause in the contract? Would an EDB be required to use legitimate 
commercial pressure to seek a DG's consent to a contractual amendment? 

In our view, it is more straightforward, and considerably more consistent with the 
plain meaning of the IMs, to tie the ability to recover payments to the existence of 
obligations under the Code. 

12. 

As such, clause 3.1.3(l)(f) of the IMs would continue to apply to ACOT payments by 
EDBs to DGs where they are approved by the EA as being necessary to enable 
Transpower to meet the grid reliability standards (i.e. where those payments remain 
within the scope of Schedule 6.4). 

13. 

2014 IM Amendments 

14. Our view that this is the correct interpretation of "distributed generation allowance" 
is reinforced by the reasons paper published at the time that the current definition 
was set in 2014. 

In our 2014 amendments to the IMs, we modified the treatment of avoided 
transmission charges associated with distributed generation by; 

15. 

15.1 introducing a new definition of "distributed generation allowance" in clause 
1.1.4(2); and 

15.2 adding a new recoverable cost term to the list of recoverable costs in clause 
3.1.3(l)(f). 

In our final reasons paper, we noted explicitly that these amendments were 
designed to "allow any changes implemented in accordance with the Electricity 
Industry Act 2010 to be accommodated".1 

16. 

We explained that "the addition of a new recoverable costs term means that we can 
be flexible in the event of any changes to the EA's Electricity Industry Participation 
Code regarding avoided transmission charges associated with distributed 
generation." Accordingly, in our view, the Commission, when introducing this new 
category of recoverable costs, was clear that the impact of any Code changes 
(including amendment to Schedule 6.4) was intended to flow through immediately, 
and, indeed, highlighted this potential scenario in the final reasons paper. 

17. 

18. We note that when consulting on this amendment to the IMs, we did not receive any 
submissions that opposed this amendment. 

Commerce Commission, Input methodology amendments for electricity distribution services - Default 
price-quality paths (27 November 2014), page 34 (http://www.comcom.govt.nz/dmsdocument/12724) 
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Purpose statement in the Commerce Act 

We also consider that our interpretation of "distributed generation allowance" is 
consistent with the purpose of IMs as set out in section 52R of the Commerce Act. 
As noted above, the reasons paper released with the 2014 IM amendments made it 
clear that the impact of any Code changes regarding avoided transmission charges 
associated with distributed generation was intended to flow through. The EA has 
stated that no party should reasonably have assumed the continuation of the 
requirement to make ACOT payments. 

19. 

In our view, Chapman Tripp's understanding of "distributed generation allowance" 
does not promote certainty as it requires two separate interpretations: 

20. 

Post-Code amendment interpretation - to include ACOT payments by EDBs to 
DGs where they are approved by the EA as being necessary to enable 
Transpower to meet the grid reliability standards (i.e. where those payments 
remain within the scope of Schedule 6.4 following the recent Code 
amendments); and 

20.1 

Pre-Code amendment interpretation - to include ACOT payments by EDBs 
arising from contracts that were in accordance with the Code at the time 
those contracts were entered into, even though the EDBs would not now be 
required to enter into those obligations. 

20.2 

Potential financial exposure for some EDBs 

We note, and appreciate, your concerns that some EDBs may face substantial 
financial exposure as a result of the amendment to Schedule 6.4. 

21. 

In the EA's letter to you dated 29 May 2017 (and copied to the Commission), the EA 
acknowledges that some EDBs raised this issue in submissions on the EA's 
consultation paper on the review of distributed generation pricing principles. The EA 
responded that no party should have reasonably assumed the continuation of the 
requirement to make ACOT payments. The EA made its decision in full consideration 
of the impact on EDBs, based on policy relating to DGs. 

22. 

We understand that the financial exposure of some EDBs may reduce significantly 
once the EA's new transmission pricing methodology (TPM) guidelines are in place 
and implemented by Transpower. This is dependent on the terms of the relevant 
contracts and the changes to the TPM. 

23. 

As discussed with you during our meeting of 16 June 2017, the financial exposure of 
affected EDBs may also be reduced in a range of ways under the IMs. We have 
highlighted two such ways below. 

24. 

Incremental Rolling Incentive Scheme (IRIS) 

For EDBs with connection contracts that cannot be amended or terminated, the 
ACOT payments will become an operating expense and will be subject to the same 

25. 
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incentives as other operating expenditure. Pursuant to the IRIS incentive adjustment 
in the IMs (Part 3, subpart 3), EDBs will be able to recover up to two-thirds (in net 
present value terms) of the otherwise unrecoverable ACOT expense in the 
subsequent regulatory period. 

This will effectively limit the EDBs' financial exposure to only one-third of the ACOT 
payments they would continue to be obliged to make under pre-existing 
arrangements. 

26. 

Reconsideration of Default Price-Quality Path (DPP) 

Affected EDBs could also apply to the Commission under clause 4.5.6 of the IMs for 
the DPP to be reconsidered. If any such application is received, we would consider it 
on its merits against the requirements of the IMs, and if it meets those 
requirements, we would then exercise our discretion regarding whether to 
reconsider the DPP. 

27. 

Next steps 

28. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or further comments. 

Yours sincerely 

Matthew Lewer 
Manager, Price-Quality Regulation Team 

Cc Carl Hansen, Chief Executive, Electricity Authority 


